Over 25 hours on 26 CDs!!!

‐‐‐ Null Theory (3/21/2015) (55:46)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov
‐‐‐ War Tuba (4/1/2015) (51:40)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Catherine "Axemunkee" Capozzi
‐‐‐ Chrononauts (5/27/2015) (58:38)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Bill T Miller
‐‐‐ Zero‐Point Energy (10/7/2015) (52:45)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Kevin Dacey, Jane Wang, Andria Nicodemou
‐‐‐ Intermetallic Compounds (1/22/2016) (47:05)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Andria Nicodemou
‐‐‐ Luster (3/23/2017) (1:14:49)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Kevin Dacey
‐‐‐ Post‐Transition Elements (6/7/2017) (1:10:28)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Kevin Dacey, Joey Hartigan
‐‐‐ Son of War Tuba (8/17/2017) (1:00:19)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Kevin Dacey, Bob Moores, Catherine Axmunkee Capozzi
‐‐‐ Metallicity (10/12/2017) (59:49)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov
‐‐‐ Grain Boundaries (1/31/2018) (1:10:17)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov
‐‐‐ Shape Memory (2/15/2018) (1:10:17)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric woods, Eric Zinman, Bob Moores
‐‐‐ Blast Furnace (4/12/2018) (1:09:42)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Bob Moores, Mark Woods, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Cryptomorphism (6/2/2018) (1:10:38)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric Woods, Bob Moores, Rev. Grant Beale, Joel Simchez
‐‐‐ Syncretic Discipline (8/2/2018) (1:10:10)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Bob Moores, Albey onBass, Eric Woods, Federico Balducci, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Electric Universe Theory (9/7/2018) (1:10:26)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Bob Moores, Eric Woods, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Emergent Syntax (10/10/2018) (1:16:00)
PEK, Steve Niemitz
‐‐‐ Electric Sword Machine (12/8/2018) (1:10:11)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric Woods, Albey onBass, Bob Moores
‐‐‐ Luminiferous Aether (1/10/2019) (1:10:22)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Syd Smart, Steve Niemitz, Eric Zinman, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Beyond the Holy Mountain (2/23/2019) (1:10:51)
PEK, Bob Moores, Eric Woods, ‐‐‐ Reverend Grant Beale, Albey onBass, Yuri Zbitnov, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Azoth (5/23/19) (1:10:16)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Mike Gruen
‐‐‐ Basilisk (2 tracks) (5/25/19) (48:09)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Mike Gruen
‐‐‐ Reverberatory Furnace (5/30/19) (1:10:54)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric Woods, Moouse Traore, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ Proteus 4 (7/11/2019) (1:10:10)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric Woods, Mike Gruen
‐‐‐ The Nameless City (8/29/2019) (1:10:15)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Bob Moores, Eric Woods, Mike Gruen
‐‐‐ Call of Cthulhu (12/5/2019) (1:10:23)
PEK, Mike Caglianone, Yuri Zbitnov, Eric Woods, Bob Moores, Mike Gruen, Joel Simches
‐‐‐ The Riddle of Steel (3/5/2020) (1:09:57)
PEK, Yuri Zbitnov, Mike Gruen, Mike Caglianone, Bob Moores, Eric Woods

‐‐‐ Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to
amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith
Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last five years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown
ensembles. Nearly all Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least me and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
Evil Clown ensembles are named for a central idea/general approach rather than by a fixed line‐up of musicians. As of this writing (March 2020) Metal Chaos
Ensemble has released 48 albums, two of public performances and the rest recording sessions at Evil Clown Headquarters (the more recent ones LIVESTREAMED to
YouTube), always with the presence of gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. The box set contains 25 of
these albums including all the recent ones and a selection from the earlier ones.

Over 25 hours on 26 CDs!!!

While the guests, and therefore the overall sonority, varied greatly on the earlier sets, the focus from the beginning to early 2018 was on multiple percussion players
with my horns and occasional electronic elements. The very first session, Null Theory, was a duet with Yuri and me playing the much smaller array of percussion
instruments available in the Arsenal as of 2015. It was immediately obvious that we would do many more sessions as MCE. The sets that followed featured
percussionists Andria Nicodemou, Kevin Dacey, Joey Hartigan, and Jane Wang, along with Bob Moores (space trumpet, guitar), Bill T Miller (electronics), and Catherine
“Amnunkee” Capozzi (guitar) and others whose performances are not on this box set. Since MCE dates back to the beginning of the serious heavy percussion
instrument acquisition period, you can hear the palate getting broader and broader as time passes. Instruments like the heavy gongs, the orchestral chimes, the log
drums, the [d]ronin, the brontosaurus and tank bells, crotales, wood blocks, Tibetan bells and bowls, and many others are gradually added to the Arsenal and
investigated in this setting. All of the musicians double their primary instruments along with these “auxiliary” instruments. Dealing with such a large palate allows the
ensemble to transform the sonority repeatedly over the course of our long improvisations. These early sets share the aesthetic of Leap of Faith with mostly acoustic
instruments, but with a percussion focused pallet and some occurrences of groove/rock elements which never occur in Leap of Faith.
In 2018, I recruited Eric Woods who was playing with Bob Moores in the local band Fablegrazer. Eric plays analog synth, but contrary to many contemporary rock‐
oriented players of this instrument, is aware of the early history of European Electronic Classical Music from the 50s and 60s. When Eric joined us, the central
idea/general approach of MCE started to gradually move in a new direction: More rock elements. While acquisition of percussion instruments and new horns
continued, I started to get bigger mixers, more mics, signal processing electronics and electronic instruments like a good theremin, wind controller, mallet controller,
several synths and other stuff. The mix consequently got a lot more complex and I engaged Joel Simches to come and engineer the sessions and add his real time
signal processing skills. The ensemble size got a little bigger on average with many of the sets having 6 musicians + Joel crammed into Evil Clown Headquarters. The
heavy percussion now gets set up in the kitchen to make more space in the main studio room. New players during this period include Mike Caglianone (saxophones),
Federico Balducci (guitar), Eric Zinman (synth), Reverend Grant Beale (guitar & electronics), Mike Gruen & Albey onBass (bass), and Steve Niemitz & Syd Smart
(drums). The addition of the excellent electric bass of first Albey onBass, and later Mike Gruen, really change the dynamic of the ensemble, reinforcing the groove
element. Recent reviews by Bruce Lee Gallanter at Downtown Music Gallery compared us to Gong and Acid Mother’s Temple… very different from Leap of Faith and
the early MCE period which are much more like Art Ensemble of Chicago…
Check out the Best of MCE to track the development/evolution of what is, IMHO, a unique broad palate solution to improvised music combining the worlds of pure
improvisation with hard groove and free spacey electronic sections…
We now LIVE STREAM to YouTube all of the Evil Clown Headquarters recording sessions. With the help of Joel Simches at the audio mixing console and Raffi at the
video mixing console, we’re pushing a real quality 8 channel Stream! Subscribe to my YouTube for notifications
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos)
PEK 3/21/2020

Metal Chaos Ensemble members appearing on these albums:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ clarinets, saxophones, double reeds, percussion
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, percussion
Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar, electronics
Mike Caglianone ‐ saxophones, percussion
Eric Woods ‐ analog synthesis, percussion
Eric Zinman ‐ synthesizer
Mike Gruen ‐ bass
Albey onBass ‐ bass
Moouse Traore ‐ Djembe
Kevin Dacey ‐ drums, percussion
Joey Hartigan ‐ drums, percussion
Steve Niemitz ‐ drums, percussion
Syd Smart ‐ drums, percussion
Andria Nicodemou ‐ vibraphone, percussion
Jane Wang ‐ sound plates, mbira, metal
Bill T Miller ‐ objects, electronics
Federico Balducci ‐ guitar
Catherine "Axemunkee" Capozzi ‐ guitar
Reverend Grant Beale ‐ guitar, electronics
Joel Simches ‐ live to 2 track recording, real time signal processing

bandcamp
•

https://metalchaosensemble.bandcamp.com/

YouTube
•

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos

Evil Clown Album Pages
•

https://www.giantevilclown.com/recordings‐‐‐mce.html

Metal Chaos Ensemble Page
•

https://www.giantevilclown.com/metal‐chaos‐ensemble.html

Sparkles, The Giant Evil Clown & Photos by Raffi
Photo tweaks and Fractal Arts by PEK

Chrononauts
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA ‐ 27 May 2015
‐
‐
‐

PEK ‐ Alto Sax, Clarinet, Contra‐Alto Clarinet, Oboe, Contra‐Bassoon, Piccolo Oboe, Game Calls, Aquasonic, Theremin, Whistles, Metal, Voice
Bill T Miller ‐ Electronics, Metal, Voice
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ Metal, Drums, Aquasonic, Theremin, Voice

REVIEW by Bruce Lee Gallanter. Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE [PEK/BILL T MILLER/YURI ZBITNOV] ‐ Chrononauts (Evil Clown 9064; USA) Featuring PEK on alto sax, clarinets, oboes, bassoon, game calls, etc., Bill T Miller on electronics & metal and
Yuri Zbitnov on metal, drums & theremin. This is another trio version of the Metal Chaos Ensemble which includes Bill T Miller on electronics and mainstay Yuri Zbitnov on theremin. Plus all three also play
percussion and or metals.
This disc was recorded just over a month ago on May 27, 2015. The title here is "Chrononauts" which are time travelers and that seems appropriate for this unit which has that ancient to the future sort of sound
plus a time machine‐like image on the cover. The electronics and percussion work together here quite well and it is hard to tell them apart at times.
Beginning with spacious, mysterious sounds and building in intensity from there. Is more strained than the other discs by Metal Chaos Ensemble. If you are patient it does take us away a journey to another
place. The vibe changes once PEK picks up his reed or double‐reed and a ritualistic groove takes over for a bit, the vibe gets darker and quite a bit more intense.
Take a chance with a disc from Leap of Faith or the Metal Chaos Ensemble and being taken away to another time or place. ‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Zero‐Point Energy
Evil Clown 9081
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA 02453
October 7, 2015
• PEK ‐ clarinet, contra‐alto clarinet, piccolo oboe, alto sax,
tenor sax, siren, tromboon, tarogato, korg ms‐20, aquasonic,
theremin, metal
•
Andria Nicodemou ‐ vibes, metal
• Jane Wang ‐ sound plates, mbira, metal
• Kevin Dacey ‐ metal, korg ms‐20, theremin, whistles
• Matt Samolis ‐ metal
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ metal, mbira, aquasonic, voice

Intermetallic Compounds
Evil Clown 9091
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA 1/21/2016
Squidco Newsletter Blurb
A massive and metallic improvisation from the Boston area trio of David Peck, Andria Nicodemou, and Yuri Zbitnoff, using
metal, drums, bells, aquasonic, daxophone, guzheng, vibes, bells, sax, clarinet and reeds in an intense journey that
absorbs the listener and then draws them into a turbulent world of active sound, receding again at journey's end;
amazing.

Excellent review by Karl Ackermann, AllAboutJazz.com
www.allaboutjazz.com/intermetallic‐compounds‐metal‐chaos‐ensemble‐evil‐clown‐review‐by‐karl‐ackermann.php
A one‐time student of the free improvisational saxophonist, George Garzone, the prolific David Peck (aka PEK) is a multi‐
instrumentalist/composer and the founder of Evil Clown Records. The ambitious scope of PEK's larger mission is worth
noting. The Evil Clown consortium operates, in part, as a large avant‐garde cooperative of artists who may show up as
part of the label's various groups ‐String Theory, Turbulence, New Language Collaborative, Leap of Faith and here, on
Intermetallic Compounds from the Metal Chaos Ensemble. What all these groups have in common is an affinity for the
unique vision PEK.
Yuri Zbitnov, a regular in Leap of Faith and Metal Chaos Ensemble, juggles at least nine different "instruments" on
Intermetallic Compounds and within that collection, he runs the gamut from traditional drums through the Chinese
stringed instruments, the guzheng and yanqin. Vibraphonist Andria Nicodemou also plays the two Chinese instruments
along with other instruments. PEK mans the saxophones and an assortment similar to Zbitnov and Nicodemou. All in all,
the three musicians manage about eighteen different instruments, few of them customary to any existing genre.
The title track is the entire album, running a bit over forty‐seven minutes. Much of the first ten minutes of "Intermetallic
Compounds" are left to an arsenal of musical devices, bells, whistles and metal, almost delicately carving out a wave of
sound. Yet "chaos" is not the atmosphere at all—not yet. As the layers begin to build, we enter into something like a
grandfather clock factory run amok as sounds swirl together around a warped melody with PEK's saxophone becomes
clearer. The sound gets angrier and the noise edgier as the tension builds, leading to a partial collapse into more primal
territory and vocalizations that seem not quite human. Then the disarray fades and the sound becomes hypnotic once
again.
The music is as much about what individual instruments/devices can bring to the overall sound as it is about individual
musicianship. In other words, PEK and company use every available tool to its maximum functionality on an extended
aural improvisation that marries people and their tools. Intermetallic Compounds is mesmerizing and filled with an
expectancy only for the next unexpected turn of events. This is living, breathing art in every sense of the word

Great Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery!
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE [PEK / ANDRIA NICODEMOU / YURI ZBITNOV] ‐ Intermetallic Compounds (Evil Clown
9091; USA) Featuring Dave PEK on tenor & alto sax, contra‐alto clarinet, sheng, saxophone, aquasonic, etc., Andria
Nicodemou on vibes, percussion, guzheng, yanqin and Yuri Zbitnov on drums, assorted percussion, dax, etc. The
Metal Chaos Ensemble (MCE) is the prolific of all of the Leap of Faith offshoot units with some ten discs that we’ve
listed. This disc features the smallest version of MCE, a trio with PEK & Yuri Zbitnov, both longtime members of LoF
and newcomer, Andria Nicodemou, on vibes. This disc was recorded at Evil Clown home/studio in January of 2016.
The band name refers to the fact that each member plays metal percussion of some sort. The music unfolds slowly
and mysteriously with the eerie sounds of bowed percussion, gongs, vibes, creating a hypnotic, floating world. The
music here has a rather ritualistic, near‐spiritual sound, which does occasionally erupt but never too much. At one
point, there are some spooky vocal sounds which seem to push into some darker waters. Very effective. Overall, the
music is quite like a ceremony, perhaps even wake up the dead from a deep slumber. Spirits rejoice!

Great Review by Marc Edwards, Jazz Right Now
I recently saw a Facebook post about the Metal Chaos Ensemble. I was curious, and decided to give the music a

whirl. I was pleasantly surprised at what I heard as the music began. This recording has only one song, Ordered
Crystal Structure. It’s touching base on a wide range of sounds and musical genres. I can only describe this music as
psychedelic, having the qualities of experimental music. The music contains hints of East Asian sounds and noise‐
making in general. Some of the sound effects may be used in motion pictures and radio programs from the 1940s.
This ensemble has only three musicians: PEK, Andria Nicodemou, and Yuri Zbitnov. According to Bruce Gallanter of
Downtown Music Gallery, each musician is playing eighteen instruments throughout this session. There are YouTube
videos showing them working in a home recording studio and elsewhere.
The music also is reminiscent of Tibetan Music, with the various horns, lots of sustained sounds from vibes, and
other melodic percussive instruments. There are so many instruments used on this track, it becomes what I call a
“cosmic soup”; an almost indescribable grouping of myriad sounds with pervasive polyphonic textures. One sound
may dominate for a time, but it only fades to another instrument coming to the forefront. It’s a challenge to provide
an accurate description of this ensemble. I will say that Intermetallic Compounds by the Metal Chaos Ensemble has
to be one of the more interesting groups I have heard in a while. The way the musicians used their instruments,
creates the illusion that the group is much larger than it really is.
I understand that this is one of the smaller versions of the ensemble. The music is very much in the spirit of Sun Ra.
There is so much going on from moment to moment. The musical landscape is always moving, changing, like
watching multicolored neon lights while walking down Broadway in New York City. This music will be appreciated by
those who love electronic music, exotic sounding instruments, noise‐based music and fans of the avant‐garde in
general. This CD is highly recommended. Do try to catch the Metal Chaos Ensemble if they tour through a town near
you

Luster
Evil Clown 9137
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA - 23 March 2017
- PEK - tenor & bass saxophones, clarinet & contra-alto clarinet, dulzaina, tarota, guanzi, hose-ophone, tromboon, melodica, voice, electric kazoo, ms-20, [d]ronin, orchestral chimes, hand
chimes, daxophone, fog horn, taxi horn, wind siren, Ableton Mix, electronics, metal, voice
- Yuri Zbitnov - drum set, [d]ronin, orchestral chimes, glockenspiel, crotales, cymbells, daiko,
balafon, hand chimes, dan-mo, bullroarer, electronics, wood, metal, voice
- Kevin Dacey - drum set, orchestral chimes, electronics, [d]ronin, orchestral chimes, hand
chimes, daxophone,ms-20, balafon, glockenspiel, crotales, cymbells, chains, bullroarer, theremin,
melodica, electronics, wood, metal, voice

Post-Transition Elements
Carbon Group – 1:10:28
Evil Clown 9145:
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA - 7 June 2017
- PEK - clarinet & contraalto clarinet, tenor & bass saxophones, tarota, wood flutes, [d]ronin, daxophone, slide whistles, orchestral chimes, hand chimes, ms-20, crank siren,Ableton mix, electric
kazoo, metal, wood, voice, electronics
- Yuri Zbitnov - drums, daiko, danmo, crotales, cymbells, hand chimes, glockenspiel, [d]ronin, orchestral chimes, metal, wood, voice
- Kevin Dacey - drums, daiko, crotales, cymbells, [d]ronin, daxophone, danmo, wood flutes, aquasonic, orchestral chimes, hand chimes, kazoo, metal, wood, recitation, voice, electronics
- Joe Hartigan - drums, glockenspiel, balafon, orchestral chimes, metal, wood

Son of War Tuba
Evil Clown 9154
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA ‐ 17 August
2017
”Impressive powerful sounds, evoking primordial chaos,
such as the Hadean Bombardment of the early Earth...”
Peter K Rollings
• PEK ‐ tenor and bass saxophones, contralto clarinet,
dulzaina, Ableton mix, electronics, [d]ronin, ms‐20,
theremin, guyzheng, orchestral chimes, crank siren metal
• Catherine Axmunkee Capozzi ‐ guitar, electronics,
orchestral chimes, crank siren
• Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar, diddly bo, electronics
• Kevin Dacey ‐ drums, glockenspeil, danmo, diddly bo,
balafon, guyzheng, [d]ronin, ms‐20, crotales, cymbells,
metal
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, glockenspeil, danmo, daiko, balafon,
crotales, cymbells, electric kazoo, metal, voice

Metallicity ‐ Solar Proportion (59:49)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 12 October 2017
"An enthralling other‐world of real instruments played so interestingly,
with the silences being important alongside the non‐silences.“
Peter K Rollings
‐

PEK ‐ alto & bass saxophones, clarinet and contraalto clarinet, guanzi, sheng, goat horn,
Russian folk whistle, ms‐20, theremin, orchestral chimes, hand chimes, daxophone,
metal, wood, glockenspiel, danmo, crotales, gongs, [d]ronin, signal processing, voice

‐

‐ Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, metal, wood, danmo, daiko, glockenspiel, hand chimes,
cymbells, crotales, balafon, gongs, electric kazoo, voice

Grain Boundaries (1:10:16)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 31 January 2018
"The sound of real instruments played by real people going on a sonic adventure...I'd like to be at your
gigs to experience it in all its richness.” Peter K Rollings
•

PEK ‐ alto & tenor saxophones, clarinet & contraalto clarinet, tarota, alto flute, accordian,
orchestral chimes, metal, wood, Ableton mix, theremin, MS‐20, [d]ronin, sirens

•

Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, log drums, balafon, glockenspeil, Orchestral chimes, metal, wood, [d]ronin,
crotales, cymbells, daxophone

•

Samples from Leap of Faith Orchestra – SuperClusters

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to
explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of
percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of
sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a
sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown bands. We
have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the
presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we use in several of
the bands as an accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the fader from off to very present, but
most of the time more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog and
also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown
arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline
and create a mix.
This set is a duet between PEK and Yuri – a trip back to our MCE roots ‐ with the addition of a smoking
Ableton mix – Recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with an Arsenal of instruments…

Shape Memory ‐ Plastic Deformation (1:10:17)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 15 February 2018
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ sopranino, alto & tenor saxophones, clarinet & contraalto clarinet, tromboon, ableton mix*,
metal, wood, hand chimes, log drum, accordian, sheng, alto flute, [d]ronin, slide whistle
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, metal, wood, [d]ronin, hand chimes, daxophone, balafon, log drums
Bob Moores ‐ guitar, space trumpet, orchestral chimes
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, hand chimes
Eric Zinman ‐ drums, Metal, Wood, Orchestral Chimes, [D]ronin, hand chimes, wind & crank
sirens, balafon, log drums

*Processed Samples from the Evil Clown Catalog
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to
explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of
percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of
sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a
sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown bands. We
have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the
presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK.
.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we use in several of
the bands as an accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the fader from off to very present, but
most of the time more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog and
also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown
arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline
and create a mix.
.
Along with MCE founders Yuri and PEK and an Ableton mix, this set features special guests Bob
Moores on space trumpet and guitar, newcomer Eric Woods on analog synth, and Eric Zinman on
percussion.

Blast Furnace ‐ Pig Iron (1:09:42)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 12 April 2018
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ clarinet & bass clarinet, tenor & bass saxophones, mussette, tarota, English horn, electric cello, [d]ronin, daxophone, ms‐20,
orchestral chimes, electric kazoo, wood, metal, Ableton mix*
Bob Moores ‐ trumpet, guitar, electric cello, hand chimes, voice
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, log drums, balafon, [d]ronin, electric kazoo, metal, wood, hand chimes
Joel Simches ‐ real time signal processing and live to 2‐track mix
*samples taken from the Evil Clown Archives or recorded at ECH

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE With PEK / BOB MOORES / ERIC WOODS / JOEL SIMCHES / YURI ZBITNOV ‐ Blast Furnace
(Evil Clown 9175; USA) Featuring Pek on clarinets, tenor & bass saxes, musette, tarogato, English horn, dax &
percussion, Bob Moores on trumpet, guitar & electric cello, Eric Woods on analog synth and Yuri Zbitnov on drums,
balafon & assorted percussion plus Joel Simches on processing. Recorded at the Evil Clown Headquarters in April
of 2018. Leap of Faith and their various offshoot projects record prolifically. The Metal Chaos Ensemble are just
one of several subgroups and have more than a dozen discs out. Each version of Metal Chaos has longtime LoF
members Pek & Yuri Zbitnov, plus Bob Moores & Eric Woods, the special guest here is Joel Simches who processes
their sound as it is created. The name of the band refers to the fact that all or most members play (metal)
percussion at some point. Certain sounds or instruments are difficult to tell apart: guitar or analog synth or both at
the beginning of this session? Haunting echoed sounds and soft metal percussion is what we hear in the first
section. Like all LoF discs, this is well‐recorded and balanced. PEK switches between more than a dozen
instruments, mostly reeds, some obscure, some not, often concentrating on one at a time. PEK and Bob Moores
(on trumpet, el. guitar & cello), are upfront, taking their time soloing apart and together while the synth &
percussion create a mysterious cushion underneath. Things here unfold slowly and build organically, rarely getting
too dense. There are some minimal weird vocals midway which don’t last for very long, otherwise this is one of
most restrained and still engaging on other levels… There is one rather tribal sections with some great drumming
from the ever—great Yuri Zbitnov pounding it out powerfully along with some hypnotic synth. Still, consistently
spirited throughout! ‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Blast Furnace ‐ Pig Iron
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a
working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had
started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind
instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of sounds for
the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos
Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of
the most prolific Evil Clown bands. We have produced a bunch of albums
covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of Gongs,
chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK.
.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes
which we use in several of the bands as an accompaniment track. In
performance, I ride the fader from off to very present, but most of the time
more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog
and also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn
from the Evil Clown arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to process the samples
and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline and create a mix. Most of the more
recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
.
Along with MCE founders Yuri and PEK and an Ableton mix, this set features
special guests Bob Moores on trumpet and guitar and Eric Woods on analog
synth. As we have added additional resources to the Arsenal, the Signal
Processing and new instruments have increased the complexity of the mix. We
welcome Joel Simchez on this session to run the live to 2 track mix and
perform real time Signal Processing. Joel’s presence really enabled us to up the
ante on the set up and we used basically every input on the mixers for some
signal in the room.

Cryptomorphism (1:10:37)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 2 June 2018
•

•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ clarinet & bass clarinet, bamboo soprano, alto, tenor & bass
saxophones, tromboon, sheng, electric cello, moog, ms‐20, [d]ronin,
daxophone, crotales, cymbells, orchestral chimes, wood, metal, voice,
Ableton mix*
Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, balafon, wood, metal
Reverend Grant Beale ‐ guitar, laptop
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, log drums, balafon, [d]ronin, crotales, cymbells,
orchestral chimes, metal, wood, voice
Joel Simches ‐ real time signal processing and live to 2‐track mix
*samples taken from the Evil Clown Archives or recorded at ECH

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE with PEK / YURI ZBITNOV / et al ‐ Cryptomorphism
(Evil Clown 9181; USA) Personnel: PEK on clarinets, alto, tenor & bass saxes,
Moog, daxophone, assorted percussion, etc, Bob Moores on space trumpet &
guitar, Eric Woods on analog synth & balafon, Reverend Grant Beale on guitar &
laptop, Yuri Zbitnov on drums, balafon and assorted percussion plus Joel
Simches on processing. This session of Leap of Faith offshoot, Metal Chaos
Ensemble, was recorded at the Evil Clown Headquarters in June of this year
(2018). As with other recent versions of the Metal Chaos unit, this one is a
quintet with a Joel Simches doing live processing. Everyone involved here but
the drummer, plays some sort of electronics or effects in addition to their
regular instruments. This set begins quietly with spacey effects simmering
underneath, slowly PEK enters on haunting (bass?) clarinet and Yuri on cymbals
or metals of some sort. Certain mysterious sounding instruments enter one at a
time: space trumpet, quietly disorienting electronics, orchestral bells, haunting
sounds often hard to identify. For this session, the MCE are at their most
cerebral, spacious and superbly recorded. Like entering a slightly disorienting
dream‐world.

Syncretic Discipline (1:10:09)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 2 August 2018
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ alto, tenor & bass saxophones, clarinet & contraalto clarinet, tarota,
moog, electric cello, (D)ronin, gongs, brontosaurus Bell
Bob Moores ‐ trumpet, guitar, balafon, log drums, electric cello
Federico Balducci ‐ guitar
Eric Woods ‐ analog synthesis, wood, metal
Albey onBass ‐ electric bass
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, crotales, metal wood, (D)ronin, gongs, brontosaurus Bell
Joel Simches ‐ live to two track mix, signal processing

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE with PEK / YURI ZBITNOV / et al ‐ Syncretic Discipline
(Evil Clown 9188; USA) Personnel: PEK on alto, tenor & bass saxes, clarinets, Moog,
taragato & percussion, Bob Moores on trumpets, balafon & electric cello, Eric
Woods on analog synth, wood & metal, Albey on bass, Yuri Zbitnov on drums &
percussion and Joel Simches on processing. The two consistent members of the
Metal Chaos Ensemble are PEK and Yuri Zbitnov, both longtime members of Leap
of Faith and their varied offshoots. This version of Metal Chaos has less electronics
(& more regular instruments) outside of some Moog, analog synth and live
processing. Pretty quickly things take off into outer space with rumbling synth,
spacey guitar & electric bass and cymbals & gongs. The first section sounds like a
Gong space jam, most eerie and dream‐like. Eventually PEK’s mutant contra‐alto (?)
clarinet floats in, rumbling & squawking softly. The density of the sounds is
carefully pulsating, somber throbbing bass at the center until the drums finally hit a
great space‐rock groove, which builds a bit before settling down to a more
restrained section. And then building back up to an intense eruption with some
burning trumpet from Mr. Moores over an intense rocking rhythm team. When PEK
switches to that taragto or double reeds, the sound becomes middle‐eastern in
part. The Metal Chaos Ensemble now have more than a dozen discs under their
collective belt. Each one is strong in its own way. We just to find some time (around
70 minutes) to listen these in their entirety. When will the deluge of releases on
Evil Clown subside, probably not anytime soon.
‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Syncretic Discipline

(1:10:09)

Squidco Blurb
PEK and Yuri Zbitnov lead the Metal Chaos Ensemble, here in a septet rendering of this
Boston‐area free improvising group that embraces an impressive arsenal of percussive,
electronic and acoustic instruments, using unique strategies to yield densely active and
eerily surreal music, an incredible excursion through experimental improvisation.
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working
project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the
Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a
workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was
immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last
three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced
a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the
presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic
sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself
and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we
use in several of the bands as an accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the
fader from off to very present, but most of the time more to the background. Raw
samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog and also specially recorded at Evil
Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown arsenal. I then use
Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline and
create a mix. Most of the more recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
.
In addition to the Ableton mix we also had Eric Woods on the analog synth, Bob
Moores on guitar and trumpet, Albey onBass on electric bass, and newbie Federico
Balducci on guitar. Handling the live to 2 track mix and providing real‐time signal
processing is Joel Simches.
.
This variation of Metal Chaos Ensemble is part of a relatively new direction featuring
more rock elements, looping, samples, electronics, etc. than typical in most of the Evil
Clown catalog… This trend has been developing for the last year or two for some of the
MCE sessions, and this one really cooks, so check it out!!

Electric Universe Theory (1:10:25)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 7 September 2018
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ alto, tenor & bass saxophones, bassoon, clarinet & contraalto clarinet, moog, stylophone, [d]ronin, brontosaurus & tank bells, orchestral
chimes, wood, metal, voice, Ableton mix*
Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar, electronics, electric cello, orhcestral chimes, voice
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, daiko, metal, wood
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, daiko, [d]ronin, moog, electric cello, brontosaurus & tank bells, orchestral chimes, log drums, glockenspeil, balafon, wood,
metal, voice
Joel Simchez ‐ live to 2 track mix, real time signal processing
*Samples from the Evil Clown Catalog and specially prepared at Evil Clown Headquarters

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I
had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of
sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last three years has
been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with
the presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions
include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we use in several of the bands as an accompaniment track. In
performance, I ride the fader from off to very present, but most of the time more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown
Catalog and also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to
process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline and create a mix. Most of the more recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
For this session, in addition to the Ableton mix, we also had Eric Woods on the analog synth, Bob Moores on guitar and trumpet and recording Wiz
Joel Simchez mixing live‐to‐2‐track and making real‐time signal processing. This veteran ensemble has played a bunch together in different
combinations with others from the Evil Clown roster, so this set is real tight. Likewise, Joel has now recorded this configuration of MCE a number of
times and the resulting mix really shows off his skills, featuring an excellent stereo image with our weird sounds coming from all over the place… This
band really uses a lot of the arsenal of Evil Clown instruments and the studio is now fully extended into the kitchen to make enough space – The
kitchen gets the brontosaurus and tank bells, one of the big gongs, the moog synth, and the electric cello (as well as all my horns on their stands).
Various ensemble members wander on in to the kitchen and use these instruments. In addition, the main room has many percussion stations set up
featuring, as usual, many of metal and wood. The Ableton mix features real time and slowed down tracks I recorded on the sheng with heavy signal
processing in the afternoon before the session.
This relatively new variation of the Metal Chaos Ensemble aesthetic has produced several excellent studio albums this year at Evil Clown
Headquarters. Check out Syncretic Discipline, Cryptomorphisms and Blast Furnace for other MCE sessions similar to this one.
PEK 9/8/2018

Emergent Syntax (1:15:59)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA
10 October 2018
•

•
•
•

•

PEK ‐ alto, tenor & bass saxophones, bassoon, clarinet
& contralto clarinet, moog, stylophone, [d]ronin,
brontosaurus & tank bells, orchestral chimes, wood,
metal, voice, Ableton mix*
Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar, electronics,
electric cello, orchestral chimes, voice
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, daiko, metal, wood
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, daiko, [d]ronin, moog, electric
cello, brontosaurus & tank bells, orchestral chimes, log
drums, glockenspeil, balafon, wood, metal, voice
Joel Simches ‐ live to 2 track mix, real time signal
processing
*Samples from the Evil Clown Catalog and specially
prepared at Evil Clown Headquarters

Emergent Syntax (1:15:59)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 10 October 2018
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on
metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we
needed a workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that
Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown
ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of
Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos
Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
Recently, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we use in several of the bands as an
accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the fader from off to very present, but most of the time more to the
background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog and also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters
with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton
to assemble a timeline and create a mix. Most of the more recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
Yuri and his wife Shirley were in Europe the last couple of weeks for their 25th anniversary!! Congratulations Yuri and
Shirley... When they got back Tuesday, their car was konked out, and with the session the next day there was not time to
get it working before the set... So, since I hate to cancel anything, the planned MCE trio session became duet. Yuri and I
have done a number of MCE duet sessions in the last few years, but this was a bit different with Steve Niemitz holding down
the drum chair instead.
Metal Chaos Ensemble is the main Evil Clown collaboration between Yuri and myself, and while the ensembles have varied
enormously with a huge host of different guests on these sessions, Yuri and I have both been on all of them until now. So, I
was a bit torn about whether this variation should be called Metal Chaos Ensemble or perhaps I should call the band Sub‐
Unit Number One, which is my band name for an Evil Clown Ensemble that does not fit well into one of the named units.
After performing the set and listening back, I came to the conclusion that since I planned for a MCE set and we used the
same rig as an MCE set, and most importantly, the critical aesthetic goals of MCE were well in evidence in the final product,
I decided to call the band Metal Chaos Ensemble even though we missed Yuri...
Steve is a welcome newcomer to the Evil Clown roster. He’s been around the Boston scene and played with many of the
improvisers that we have played with. He first joined us a few months ago in the 4 man percussion section for Leap of Faith
Orchestra ‐ Cosmological Horizons and did a Third Life show with Leap of Faith Orchestra & Sub‐Units. This duet gave us a
chance to work in a smaller setting ‐ Just the two of us plus my Ableton Mix. This is a killer mix made up from samples from
PEK Solo ‐ The Unreality of Time, recorded just last week at Evil Clown Headquarters…
PEK 10/13/2018

Electric Sword Machine (1:10:11)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 8 December 2018
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to
explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of
percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of
sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a
sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We
have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence
of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All
Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different
guests.
For around 2 years now, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we
use in several of the bands as an accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the fader from off to very
present, but most of the time more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown
Catalog and also specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil
Clown arsenal. I then use Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a
timeline and create a mix. Most of the more recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
I have had a bunch of different stages in the organization of the Ableton mix. This particular mix has
samples from some of the newest instruments in the Evil Clown Arsenal: The ARP Odessey and the
EWI5000 – a remake of a classic analog synth and a state of the art wind controller. The other sample
track was performed on the moog subsequent37. I made three 80 minute mixes from these synthesizer
sample tracks and then did a second mix with these and about 12 others previously made for other
sessions. I observed something new, when transforming the samples by stretching or compressing and
raising or lowering the pitch, in that these synthesized samples, which have a very clean machine
generated sound, behave differently under transformation that the samples I have used lots of in the
past created from acoustic instruments which are rich with harmonics and other complex detail.
I created these synth heavy ableton accompaniment tracks for this session which is the most synth
oriented Metal Chaos Ensemble session to date. Not only did we have the mix, but also the synths used
to created it plus the modular analog synth of Eric Woods, and new laptop synthesis from Evil Clown
regular Bob Moores. Rounding out the session are myself on clarinets, saxophones + misc, Evil Clown
percussion maestro Yuri Zbitnov and the return of the amazing bassist Alby onBass who is using the
electric upright bass for this set.
PEK 12/9/2018

Luminiferous Aether (1:10:22)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA ‐ 10 January 2019

• PEK ‐ clarinet & contralto clarinet, alto, tenor & bass
saxophones, bass tromboon, Melodica, wind siren,
wood flute, Akia ewi, moog subsequent, Korg ms‐
20, [d]Ronin, Brontosaurus & tank bells, crotales,
cymbells, log drums, metal, wood, voice, Ableton
Mix*
• Eric Zinman ‐ synth, balafon, log drums
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, metal, wood, Orchestral
Chimes, crotales, wind siren, kazoo, [d]Ronin,
recitation, voice
• Steve Niemitz ‐ drums, tabla, balafon, log drums,
glockenspiel, Orchestral Chimes, crotales, cymbells,
Dan‐Mo, metal, wood, crank siren
• Syd Smart ‐ drums, handsonic, theremin, talking
drum, ocean drum, metal, voice
• Joel Simches ‐ real time signal processing, live to 2
track recording engineer
*samples from the Evil Clown catalog or specially
recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters

Luminiferous Aether (1:10:22)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA ‐ 10 January 2019

Review by Nick Ostrum, Squid’s Ear
Metal Chaos Ensemble is Eric Zinman, Yuri Zbitnov, Steve Niemitz, Syd Smart, Joel Simches, and, PEK; in other words, it is the percussion section (with some modifications) of the wildly
adventurous Leap of Faith Orchestra. Although this is a pared‐down unit, Metal Chaos maintains the sonic immensity of the larger collective, in large part through deploying a truly
impressive array of tools. Some — various reeds, drum kits, melodica, synth, samples from the PEK catalog, and tabula — are familiar enough. Others — metal, wood, belatrons,
Brontosaurus and tank bells, [d]Ronin, Dan‐Mo, and various sirens — less so. The result is an hour‐long jam session of thoroughly trippy improvisational cacophony. It begins with a recorded
lecture on the solar physics disrupted by a chime and rolling montage of percussive clack and sci‐fi sounds. About ten minutes in, the musicians hit their groove, as the discrete rumblings
well into a whirling psychedelic stew of depth, gravity, and ludicrousness befitting, well, the Luminiferous Ether it seeks to reflect. From this point, the album oscillates between low electro‐
percussive simmers and spacey synth‐driven cacophony. Even so, it never reaches the blow‐out or meltdown one might expect with such an adventurous configuration. The focus is on
restrained dynamics, tension, and strange, churning ambience rather than explosive crescendo and shock.
There is a potential downside to being as prolific as PEK and his Leap of Faith collective, as releases can sound like works‐in‐progress, as steps along the way to some, yet unrealized end.
That said, Sun Ra — a clear inspiration for this project — could shine some light on this. As with Ra — a man who performed, recorded, and released relentlessly, even posthumously — the
process itself was the actual end, each step a realization of just a small piece of an opus sealed not by a definitive work, but by the sheer number and variety of creative releases. That same
applies to this album. Although Luminiferous Ether stands on its own, consider it one more contribution to the Evil Clown collective's catalog, another unique brick in its wall, or maybe more
appropriately, one long, colorful strip of fabric in its bizarrely calico circus tent. It glistens and rustles. It is weird. It draws one's ears. And, it is one small but important contribution to the
broader evolving, luminiferous whole.

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE With PEK / ERIC ZINMAN / YURI ZBITNOV / STEVE NIEMITZ / SYD SMART ‐ Luminiferous Aether (Evil Clown 9205; USA) The Metal Chaos Ensemble or MCE feature
this time: PEK on carnets, saxes, melodica, synths & percussion; Eric Zinman on synth, balafon & log drums; Yuri Zbitnov on drums, metal, orchestral percussion; Steve Niemitz on drums,
tabla, balafon, wood & metal; Syd Smart drum, theremin, etc. and Joel Simches on signal processing. The MCE seem to be the most prolific of all the Leap of Faith offshoot projects with
some 15 previous releases. The personnel changes from session to session, with just a trio on some discs (PEK, Zbitnov & Simches). This session was recorded at Evil Clown HQ in January of
this year (2019, just last month) and this version is a sextet. All six members play a variety of percussion: brontosaurus bells, cymbals, crotales, balafon, log drums, metal & wood. Two of are
elders: Syd Smart (for Raphe Malik & Ted Daniel) and Eric Zinman (for Linda Sharrock), who have been around for a long time, but remain under the radar. Mr. Zbitnov does a creepy spoken
word recitation to start things off, it is short and slowly the percussion and synth swirl softly together, building, layer by layer. PEK selectively chooses one reed or double reed at a time,
taking solos on each while the percussion, synth(s) and processing weave their way around one another. Everything is well‐recorded, the subtle layers of percussion slowly getting more
dense. The sextet mix tribal drumming with eerie synth sounds and spacey cymbals, metal or balafons. Although all of this music is improvised, Mr. Pek always assembles ensembles who
listen, react and contribute selectively. Rarely do things get too dense. Mostly, everything flows together organically although, the echo effects also keep the vibe mesmerizing. ‐ Bruce Lee
Gallanter, DMG

Luminiferous Aether (1:10:22)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA ‐ 10 January 2019
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore
chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion,
electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap
of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the
last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of
albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel,
Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions
include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
For around 2 years now, I have been using the Ableton software to create electronic mixes which we use in
several of the bands as an accompaniment track. In performance, I ride the fader from off to very present,
but most of the time more to the background. Raw samples are taken from the Evil Clown Catalog and also
specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters with instruments drawn from the Evil Clown arsenal. I then use
Adobe Audition to process the samples and finally Ableton to assemble a timeline and create a mix. Most of
the more recent MCE sessions use one of these mixes.
In the early days of MCE, most of our sets were with multiple percussion players. More of the recent MCE
sets have a bigger variety of instruments with everyone doubling the percussion, more emphasis on
electronic instruments and signal processing, and fewer dedicated percussionists… This particular set is a bit
MCE old school, since 3 of the five musicians are great drummers. I had tried to schedule a session like this a
few months ago with myself and these three drummers, but Yuri had car trouble and Syd’s wife uses their car
on Thursdays, so Steve and I ended up doing a duet (Emergent Syntax).
This time It was looking like we were going to be Yuri, Steve, myself with Joel in the recording chair. I need to
have Joel here for the mix when the ensemble gets more complicated and it seemed like a smaller unit, so I
thought I would bring in Eric on synth, since I’ve been looking for a good set for that. Turns out Syd was able
to ride with Eric and we ultimately had this full quintet!
I’m very happy with this performance which combines the old school percussion dominated MCE with some
of the electronics of the new school MCE. Check it out!
PEK 1/12/2019

Beyond the Holy Mountain (1:10:50)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 23 February 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ alto, tenor and bass saxophones, clarinet, contralto clarinet, tarota, bass tromboon, [D]ronin, ms‐20,
moog subsequent, Tibetan bowls, brontosaurus & tank bells, wood, metal, recitation, Ableton Mix
Bob Moores ‐ Laptop using Mainstage softsynths, iPad using Moog Model D emulator, Korg Monotron Duo,
Kracklebox, Guitar with effects, space Trumpet, tibetan bowls, log drums, balafon, wood, metal
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth
Reverend Grant Beale ‐ computer, electronics
Albey onBass ‐ electric bass
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drum set, daiko, Orchestral chimes, Tibetan bowls, brontosaurus &tank bells,[d]ronin, metal,
wood, recitation
Joel Simches ‐ Live to 2 track recording, real time signal processing

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE With PEK / BOB MOORES / ERIC WOODS / REV GRANT BEALE / ALBEY ONBASS / YURI
ZBITNOV / JOEL SIMCHES ‐ Beyond the Holy Mountain (Evil Clown 9208; USA) Featuring Pek on alto, tenor & bass
saxes, clarinets, tarogato, Moog, bells, etc., Bob Moores on laptop, Moog, Korg, guitar & space trumpet, Eric
Woods on analog synth, Reverend Grant Beale on computer & electronics, Albey B. on electric bass, Yuri Zbitnov
on drums & percussion plus Joel Simches on signal processing & recording. This disc was recorded at Evil Clown
Headquarters in February of this year (2019). After the three main Leap of Faith founders (PEK, Glynis Lomon &
Yuri Zbitnov), trumpeter Bob Moores is next in line since he has appeared on at least 20 previous discs on the Evil
Clown label. And like LoF leader PEK, Mr. Moores has become more of a multi‐instrumentalist playing laptop,
synths, guitar & assorted percussion. Eric Woods, Rev. Grant Beale and Albey B(algochian?) have all been on some
half dozen previous LoF discs as well.
Usually the Metal Chaos Ensemble features multiple percussionists but for this release, there is more electronics
than percussion. Longtime LoF percussionist, Yuri Zbitnov, does a bit of recitation (from the ‘Holy Mountain’
Jodorowsky film) with his voice bathed in reverb, during the first section. As is always the case, the sound here is
clean, superbly recorded. Starting sparsely at first, with the space trumpet and soft electronics simmering
underneath. The music starts to escalate, the electronics kinda like a Gong space jam played in the distance.
Building, expanding, the electronics getting more dense, a some tribal‐like percussion at the center from the
irrepressible Yuri Zbitnov and Albey on el. bass. The analog electronics, laptop and computer gives things a more
ancient sound (early seventies). This 70 minute piece evolves like a scientific journey, sailing through the stars,
and eventually the somewhat disorienting recitation reappears near the end. From Art Ensemble spirituality to
Gong‐like space journey, where will the Leap of Faith Offshoot Express end up next?!? ‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Azoth (1:10:15)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 23 May 2019
• PEK‐ alto, tenor & bass saxophones, clarinet & contralto clarinet, tarota, brontosaurus & tank bells, gongs, Prophet synth
• Mike Gruen ‐ bass
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, Englephone

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble (MCE) was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic
instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to
develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself
and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide
range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
As of this writing (27 May 2019), MCE has 40 or so albums, mostly recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters as a studio project along with 3 or 4 live
performances. The broad pallet aesthetic of the MCE relies on a huge amount of equipment which allows for huge transformations across
sonority. The amount of equipment involved makes mobilization to a venue a real issue – therefore, the studio nature of the bulk of this
project. Since the MCE core unit is Yuri and PEK and we usually have guests, there are some repeating MCE Editions with mostly the same
players. These include a mostly percussion MCE, a heavy electronics MCE, and a few other variations. This is the debut set by a new MCE
variation, Metal Chaos Ensemble Power Trio Edition.
We had been invited several months ago to travel to Wilmington Delaware to participate in a concert supporting Vermin Supreme for President
by our facebook pals from Urban Shamen Attack. The Merry Pranksters event featured performances by 4 psychedelic rock bands along with
great computer video projection by Jim Tuite… We decided to bring MCE for this show, but decided to push it more in the rock direction than
usual by adding electric bass – creating a Power Trio Edition of the band with just drums, bass and a few of my horns. Initially, we had Albey
onBass covering the bass part; Albey showed up in Boston last summer long enough to do about 10 Evil Clown sets in several of the different
bands, but then he got a great opportunity to relocated to New Orleans and he took off (We miss you Albey!). Until a month or so before the
Vermin Supreme show we though he would still make it, but finally I heard he could not pull it off.
So, we conducted a quick search for another bassist who could fill Albey’s huge shoes. We contacted a few of our regulars who all had conflicts
and then we dug deeper. Yuri eventually came up with Mike Gruen, who really shreds, no doubt. Yuri and Mike had played together in very
different settings, but never anything like MCE which is purely improvised. This warmup for the Vermin Supreme show which occurred two days
later, on 25 May, is our first set with Mike. Although this set was performed at Evil Clown Headquarters, we dramatically cut back on the size of
the pallet, using only drum set, Englephone, 6 of my horns, gong, and the bass (the resources we were taking to Delaware) along with the brand
new Prophet synthesizer, Brontosaurus bell and a few extra gongs.
I think you’ll agree that we gelled from the first note. Look for more of Metal Chaos Ensemble Power Trio Edition, brought to you soon by
Sparkles the Giant Evil Clown!!
PEK (5/27/2019)

Basilisk
1. The Effluvium of the Weasel 32:13
2. The Serpent King 15:55
Vermin Supreme for President Concert at
The Queen (Wilmington DE) – 25 May 2019
•
•
•

PEK (1, 2) ‐ alto, tenor & bass saxphones, clarient & contralto clarinet, tarota, gong
Mike Gruen (2) ‐ bass
Yuri Zbitnov (1, 2) ‐ drum set, Englephone

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE With PEK / MIKE GRUEN / YURI ZBITNOV ‐ Basilisk (Evil Clown
9217; USA) Featuring PEK on alto, tenor & bass saxes, clarinets, taragato & gong, Mike
Gruen on bass and Yuri Zbitnov on drums & Englephone. This was recorded live at The
Queen in Wilmington, Delaware in May of 2019. This is the smallest version of the
Metal Chaos Ensemble, just a trio with the two founding Leap of Faith members: PEK
and Yuri Zbitnov. This disc is dedicated to someone named Vermin Supreme, who looks
like a viking and is wearing a rubber boot on his head?!? The majority of the 100 CD’s
from Leap of Faith and their half dozen offshoots bands were recorded in the Boston
area, expect for a couple of discs recorded on a trio to NYC at DMG and The Spectrum.
This makes this disc a rarity since it was recorded in Delaware. Another rare occurrence
is PEK only playing six reeds & a gong and Mr. Zbitnov just playing drums and something
called an Englephone. Like most discs by LoF or Metal Chaos, this begins quietly, slowly
and builds from there. The ever mighty drummer, Yuri Zbitnov, sounds great and is at
the center of trio whipping up a rhythmic storm. PEK concentrates on one reed at a
time, with inspired solos on bass sax, regular & contralto clarinets, and the other two
saxes. Since PEK has fewer reeds to choose from, his solos are longer, giving us time to
appreciate each one. Some of the Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions can be over the top
and demanding to hear at length. This is one is very organic and flows superbly
throughout. 4 & 1/2 stars!

Basilisk
Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble (MCE) was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of
percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound
to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of
Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different
guests.
As of this writing (27 May 2019), MCE has 40 or so albums, mostly recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters as a studio project along with 3 or 4 live performances. The broad pallet aesthetic of the MCE relies on a
huge amount of equipment which allows for huge transformations across sonority. The amount of equipment involved makes mobilization to a venue a real issue – therefore, the studio nature of the bulk of
this project. Since the MCE core unit is Yuri and PEK and we usually have guests, there are some repeating MCE Editions with mostly the same players. These include a mostly percussion MCE, a heavy
electronics MCE, and a few other variations.
We were invited several months ago to travel to Wilmington Delaware to participate in a concert supporting Vermin Supreme for President by our facebook pals from Urban Shamen Attack. The Merry
Pranksters event featured performances by 4 psychedelic rock bands along with great computer video projection by Jim Tuite… We decided to bring MCE for this show, but decided to push it more in the rock
direction than usual by adding electric bass – creating a Power Trio Edition of the band with just drums, bass and a few of my horns. Initially, we had Albey onBass covering the bass part; Albey showed up in
Boston last summer long enough to do about 10 Evil Clown sets in several of the different bands, but then he got a great opportunity to relocate to New Orleans and he took off (We miss you Albey!). Until a
month or so before the Vermin Supreme show we though he would still make it, but finally I heard he would not be able to pull it off.
So, we conducted a quick search for another electric bassist who could fill Albey’s huge shoes. We contacted a few of our regulars who all had conflicts and then we dug deeper. Yuri eventually came up with
Mike Gruen, who really shreds, no doubt. Yuri and Mike had played together in very different settings, but never anything like MCE which is purely improvised. We had Mike over to Evil Clown Headquarters for
a warmup set for the Vermin Supreme show a few days before and we really hit it off!
It is a long drive from Boston to Wilmington and our set was the first in a long string of acts for the night. Yuri and I left at 9 am to make it in plenty of time for our 4:30 start time since it was the Saturday of
Memorial Day Weekend, and we anticipated traffic getting around NYC. Mike traveled separately, since he had a church gig the following morning, but somehow we got the times all confused and he thought
our start time was 6:00 pm. While on the road we talked via cell and realized he was about 90 minutes behind us. Mike drove like a mad man to make up lost time, but still did not quite make the early start.
Yuri and I did about 30 minutes of duet while we waited and then when Mike showed up, we got him on stage as fast as possible and did a shorter second set to complete our hour. Then Mike turned around
and drove right back home…
While we were disappointed that Mike missed a chunk of the show, when he arrived after 6 hours of frantic driving, he mounted the stage in a frenzy. The Serpent King demonstrates what a real Metal Chaos
Ensemble Power Trio Edition can deliver!! The flow of the whole set is still excellent, and actually has a nice shape with 2/3 duet followed by 1/3 trio at a whole other energy level. Look for more of Metal Chaos
Ensemble Power Trio Edition, brought to you soon by Sparkles the Giant Evil Clown!!
PEK (5/27/2019)

Reverberatory Furnace (1:10:39)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 30 May 2019
• PEK ‐ clarinet & contralto clarinet, alto, tenor & bass saxophones, English horn, bamboo flute, bass tromboon, orchestral chimes, brontosaurus
& tank bells, gongs, mallet controller, moog subsequent, prophet, wood, metal
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, daiko, Englephone, wood blocks, gong, metal
• Eric Woods ‐ analog electronics, cymbells, metal
• Moouse Traore ‐ djembe, talking drum, metal
• Joel Simches ‐ live‐to‐2‐track recording, realtime signal processing

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE With PEK / ERIC WOODS / MOOUSE TRAORE / JOEL SIMCHES / YURI ZBITNOV ‐ Reverberatory Furnace / Live Streaming
from Evil Clown Headquarters (Evil Clown 928; USA) Featuring PEK on clarinets, alto, tenor & bass saxes, english horn, flute, Moog and assorted
percussion, Eric Woods on analog synth, Moouse Traore on djembe & talking drum, Joel Simches on recording & processing and Yuri Zbitnov on
drums, taiko and other percussion. Considering that there are more than a 100 discs from Leap of Faith and their various offshoot projects, the
personnel, aside from the 3 founding members (PEK, Lomon & Zbitnov), is different on each release. The Metal Chaos Ensemble usually includes
both PEK and Mr. Zbitnov, as it does here. For this quintet session, Eric Woods and Joel Simches both add electronics or live processing, while new
member Moouse Traore, add African acoustic percussion: djembe and talking drum. Hence, we get a nice blend of acoustic and electronics
instruments/sounds. Starting with subtle layers of percussion (African village‐like sound), a double reed of sorts and soft background drones, all
slowly building in an organic way. There is mostly just percussion: trap drums, djembe and soft, quirky electronics for long sections. This disc is the
most laid back of anything from the LoF catalogue. No screaming vocals or over the top reeds solos. It seems to be more moody or deans‐like at
times. A completely different side of the usual spectrum.
‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments.
I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe
of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last three
years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but
always with the presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos
Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
In the early days of MCE, most of our sets were with multiple percussion players. More of the recent MCE sets have a bigger variety of
instruments with everyone doubling percussion, more emphasis on electronic instruments and signal processing, and fewer dedicated
percussionists… This set is more old school, featuring as our special guest Moouse Traore on Djembe! Also, it’s not‐so‐old school, since Yuri and
Moouse set up killer grooves for much of the set, whereas old‐school MCE is more texture oriented and less groove heavy…

Proteus IV (1:10:10)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 11 July 2019
• PEK ‐ clarinet & contralto clarinet, alto, tenor & baritone saxophones, tromboon,
malletkat, moog subsequent, [d]ronin, gongs, brontosaurus & tank bells, wood, metal,
recitation
• Eric Woods ‐ modular analong synth, Englephone
• Mike Gruen ‐ electric bass, signal processing
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, Englephone, gongs, crotales, brontosaurus & tank bells, wood,
metal, recitation
• Joel Simches ‐ live to 2‐track recording, real‐time signal processing

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE with PEK / ERIC WOODS / MIKE GRUEN / YURI ZBITNOV / JOEL
SIMCHES ‐ Proteus IV (Evil Clown 9222; USA) PEK on clarinets, saxes, moog, etc, Eric Woods
on analog synth, Mike Gruen on electric bass & processing, Yuri Zbitnov on drums,
percussion and Joel Simches on recording & real‐time processing. The Metal Chaos
Ensemble is perhaps the most prolific of all the several Leap of faith offshoot units, with
some 20 or so titles under their name. This unit ranges from just the duo with longtime LoF
founders: PEK and Yuri Zbitnov on up to quintets many of which include Eric Woods on
analog synth.
This disc features a quintet version and was recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters on July 11
of 2019, just over a month ago. Whereas early versions of the MCE (metal Chaos Ensemble)
featured several members all playing different percussion, this version finds only PEK and
Mr. Zbitnov playing percussion. The other three members play electronics and signal
processing. Featured on this disc is a somewhat disturbing recitation by drummer, Yuri
Zbitnov or PEK himself. As with most discs by LoF or their offshoots, this disc starts off
slowly and builds from there, adding instruments one or two at a time. The core of this
group, is reeds, el. bass and drums, which soon gets their stride by getting into a fine funky,
spaced‐out groove in the first section with swirling electronics and/or effects swirling
around the central groove. Mr. Zbitnov’s superb, uplifting drumming is at the center of the
great groove, eventually turning into more spaced out weirdness. And there back to
another great space/funk groove with some swell blasting sax from our man PEK! In some
ways, this disc sounds like in was inspired in part from Gong and Hawkwind. The recitation
has an interesting science fiction sort of vibe as well. ‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

Proteus IV (1:10:10)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 11 July 2019

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working
project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the
Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a
workshop to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was
immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself and over the last
three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a
bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of
Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along
with a whole bunch of different guests.
MCE has always contained more rock elements that the other Evil Clown projects. This
aspect of the project has really come into focus in the sessions over the last year or two.
Last May we did three rapid fire sets in 8 days with two different groove‐oriented
lineups. These sessions are some of the most groove‐heavy sets yet, due to the driving
bass of newcomer Mike Gruen on Azoth and Basilisk, and the incredible djembe of
Moouse Traore on Reverberatory Furnace.
This current set is the trio with Mike Gruen plus the modular analog synth of MCE regular
Eric Woods. We now LIVE STREAM to YouTube all of the Evil Clown Headquarters
recording sessions. With the help of Joel Simchez at the audio mixing console and Raffi at
the video mixing console, we’re pushing a real quality 4 channel Stream! Subscribe to my
YouTube for notifications www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos
These more groove‐oriented sessions are relatively new ground for us. The solid
contribution of Mike at the bass chair is really bringing us in a new direction. Make sure
you check it out! Not to do so would be a serious mistake.
PEK 7/13/2019

The Nameless City (1:10:14)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 25 May 2019
•

•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ clarinet & contralto clarinet, alto & tenor saxophones, musette, game calls, wood flute,
gongs, tank & brontosaurus bells, glockenspiel, mallet kat/moog subsequent, orchestral chimes,
[d]ronin, wind siren, recitation, ableton mix
Bob Moores ‐ piccolo trumpet, guitar, synthesizer, signal processing
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, gong, Englephone
Mike Gruen ‐ electric bass
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, Englephone, orchestral chimes, tank & brontosaurus bells, Tibetan bells,
[d]ronin, recitation
Joel Simches ‐ live to 2 track mix, real time signal processing

Review by Bruce Lee Gallanter, Downtown Music Gallery
METAL CHAOS ENSEMBLE with PEK / BOB MOORES / ERIC WOODS / MIKE GRUEN / YURI ZBITNOV /
JOEL SIMCHES ‐ The Nameless City (Evil Clown 9226; USA) Recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters in
August of 2019 and featuring PEK on clarinets, alto & tenor saxes, mussette, game calls, wood flute,
odd percussion & recitation; Bob Moores piccolo trumpet, guitar & synth; Eric Woods on analogue
synth & gong; Mike Gruen electric bass; Yuri Zbitnov on drums, percussion & recitation and Joel
Simches on real time signal processing. Of the more than a half dozen different Leap of Faith offshoot
projects, the Metal Chaos Ensemble might the next most prolific with some two dozen discs under
their moniker. Aside from the two longtime core members, PEK and Yuri Zbitnov, the more recent
ongoing members includes Bob Moores, Eric Woods, Mike Gruen and Joel Simches. The fractal cover
art and CD title ‘The Nameless City’, give the appearance of a science fiction like view of an ancient
abandoned city. This makes sense since this music captures another time and places, whether
fictional or not. When this discs begins, there is a spoken word sci‐fi like intro with some soft, swirling
electronics and percussion flowing together. When the electric guitar enters it sounds like it could
turn into a prog‐jam of sorts. Electric bass is a rarity for most Leap of Faith offshoots. Yet here, the
bass & drums work their way into a laid back yet rockin’ groove, at least for the first section. Things
calm down and then build again slowly with game calls, synth, bells or gongs, throbbing bass and
eerie effects. Some folks might wince at some of the spoken word sections which are relatively short
yet they seem to fit well with the dark semi‐serious atmosphere of the music. Spooky in places but
pretty consistently engaging, considering its another 70 minute journey.
‐ Bruce Lee Gallanter, DMG

The Nameless City (1:10:14)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 25 May 2019

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to
explore chaotic rhythms on metallic instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of
percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to develop this universe of
sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a
sound to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles.
We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the
presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole
bunch of different guests.
MCE has always contained more rock elements that the other Evil Clown projects. This aspect of the
project has really come into focus in the sessions over the last year or two. Last May we did three
rapid fire sets in 8 days with two different groove‐oriented lineups. These sessions are some of the
most groove‐heavy sets yet, due to the driving bass of newcomer Mike Gruen on Azoth and Basilisk,
and the incredible djembe of Moouse Traore on Reverberatory Furnace.
This current set is the trio with Mike Gruen plus the modular analog synth of MCE regular Eric Woods
and trumpet, guitar and synth from our pal Bob Moores. We now LIVE STREAM to YouTube all of the
Evil Clown Headquarters recording sessions. With the help of Joel Simchez at the audio mixing
console and Raffi at the video mixing console, we’re pushing a real quality 8 channel Stream!
Subscribe to my YouTube for notifications
www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos)
These more groove‐oriented sessions are new ground for us. The solid contribution of Mike at the
bass chair is really bringing us in a new direction. Make sure you check it out! Not to do so would be a
serious mistake.
PEK 8/31/2019

The Call of Cthulhu (1:10:22)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 5 December 2019
• PEK ‐ alto & tenor saxophones, clarinet & contralto clarinet, tromboon, mussette, guanzi, wood flutes, game calls, [d]ronin, orchestral
chimes, glockenspiel, balafon, wood blocks, gongs, Tibetan bells & bowls, brontosaurus & tank bells, crotales, metal, wood, wind siren,
recitation, Ableton mix*
• Mike Caglianone ‐ soprano, alto & tenor saxophones, game calls, Tibetan bells, rattles, daiko, brontosaurus & tank bells, glockenspiel,
metal
• Bob Moores ‐ piccolo trumpet, guitar, synthesizers, signal processing
• Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, gongs, metal
• Mike Gruen ‐ electric bass, signal processing
• Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, Englephone, gongs, crotales, brontosaurus & tank bells, metal, recitation
• Joel Simches ‐ live to 2 track mix, real time signal processing
• *Samples from the Evil Clown catalog and specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic
instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop to
develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound to itself
and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums covering a wide
range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of Gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan Bowls and many other metallic sounds and the
horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least myself and Yuri, along with a whole bunch of different guests.
.
MCE has always contained more rock elements that the other Evil Clown projects. This aspect of the project has really come into focus in the
sessions over the last year or two. Last May we did three rapid fire sets in 8 days with two different groove‐oriented lineups. These sessions
are some of the most groove‐heavy sets yet, due to the driving bass of newcomer Mike Gruen on Azoth and Basilisk, and the incredible
djembe of Moouse Traore on Reverberatory Furnace.
.
This current set is the trio with Mike Gruen plus the modular analog synth of MCE regular Eric Woods and trumpet, guitar and synth from
our pal Bob Moores and relative newcomer saxophonist Mike Caglianone. We now LIVE STREAM to YouTube all of the Evil Clown
Headquarters recording sessions. With the help of Joel Simchez at the audio mixing console and Raffi at the video mixing console, we’re
pushing a real quality 7 channel Stream! Subscribe to my YouTube for
notifications www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos)
.
PEK 12/7/2019

The Riddle of Steel (1:09:57)
Evil Clown Headquarters, Waltham MA – 5 March 2020
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

PEK ‐ alto & tenor saxophones, clarinet & contralto clarinet, tarota, game calls, [d]ronin, orchestral chimes,
glockenspiel, gongs, castanets, Tibetan bells & bowls, brontosaurus & tank bells, maletkat/moog subsequent,
recitation, Ableton mix*
Mike Caglianone ‐ soprano, alto & tenor saxophones, game calls, bells, rattles, Tibetan bowls, orchestral
chimes. balafon, wind siren
Bob Moores ‐ space trumpet, guitar, synthesizers, gong, crotales, signal processing
Eric Woods ‐ analog synth, Englephone
Mike Gruen ‐ electric bass, signal processing
Yuri Zbitnov ‐ drums, Englephone, kazoo, crotales, gongs, daiko, brontosaurus & tank bells, orchestral chimes,
recitation
Joel Simches ‐ live to 2 track mix, real time signal processing
* Samples from the Evil Clown catalog and specially recorded at Evil Clown Headquarters

Liner Notes by PEK
Metal Chaos Ensemble was formed in early 2015 by PEK and Yuri Zbitnov as a working project to explore chaotic rhythms on metallic
instruments. I had started to amass the Evil Clown Arsenal of percussion, electronic and wind instruments and we needed a workshop
to develop this universe of sounds for the Leap of Faith Orchestra. It was immediately obvious that Metal Chaos Ensemble had a sound
to itself and over the last three years has been one of the most prolific Evil Clown ensembles. We have produced a bunch of albums
covering a wide range of sonority sets, but always with the presence of gongs, chimes, glockenspiel, Tibetan bowls and many other
metallic sounds and the horns of PEK. All Metal Chaos Ensemble sessions include at least me and Yuri, along with a whole bunch
of different guests.
.
MCE has always contained more rock elements that the other Evil Clown projects. This aspect of the project has really come into focus
in the sessions over the last year or two. Recently, the group has stabilized a bit, with the same sextet doing a string of albums (a bit
unusual for an Evil Clown ensemble) … This band has three horns doubling percussion and electronics, analog synthesis, and the killer
driving drums and bass of Yuri Zbitnov and Mike Gruen. Leveraging the Evil Clown Arsenal, we craft concert length improvisations that
cover a sonority scope of huge extent… See The Call of Cthulhu (12/19), The Nameless City (8/19), and Proteus IV (7/19) for the earlier
work by this sextet.
.
I like the power and flexibility of this ensemble and plan to continue to schedule sessions for this exact band. I expect we will get even
tighter and more unpredictable as we continue performing as a fixed unit. One thing I really like in this version of MCE, fundamentally
absent in all the other Evil Clown projects, is the combination of a deep groove in the rhythm section with chaotic accompaniment
from the electronics, guitar, horns & percussion. Leap of Faith and the other bands do not have this rock‐oriented element, and while
sharing generally the same improvisation technique, occupy a completely different sound‐world.
.
We now LIVESTREAM to YouTube all of the Evil Clown Headquarters recording sessions. With the help of Joel Simches at the audio
mixing console and Raffi at the video mixing console, we’re pushing a real quality 8 channel Stream! Subscribe to my YouTube for
notifications www.youtube.com/channel/UClfRlTeeHnSxRsJTkFakiJw/videos)
PEK 3/7/2020

